
his business book of Mr. Naresh Jand
and Mr. Naveen Jand is a pioneering
initiative in India for providing sea-
soned practical guidance to busy
CEO/CFO/CA’s in the area of profit

improvement/ cost reduction who always have the con-
stant appetite for value creation ideas in their businesses.
The book reveals numerous cost reduction/value cre-
ation ideas in different functional areas such as Purchase,
Manufacturing, Personnel, Marketing, Finance, Forex,
Administration, Project Implementation, Insurance etc.
The book is very reader friendly as it facilitates random
reading and easy grasp to all executive from CEO to
supervisor. The book will help stretching the imagina-
tion of busy managers to explore cost reduction/value
creation ideas for in-house application as numerous
ideas function wise & item wise are readily available.

Why some companies perform beyond expectation
year after year while others start out strongly but quickly
fizzle out? The answer lies in their ability to create long-
term values by offering qualitative goods and services at
lower cost. This book reveals practical ways to create
such values by suggesting various cost reduction initia-
tive in-house and in the areas of Marketing,
Manufacturing, Human resources, Finance, Purchase,
etc. The authors have charted out the various ways and
means by which costs can be reduced and profits can be
improved in these areas.

The authors have outlined three categories of factors,
which affect cost of any organization, which are, macro-
economic factors, effectiveness of interaction with mar-
ket environment and optimization of cost of production
and related work in all functional areas, to bring effi-
ciency & effectiveness. While elaborating on the Global
economic factor authors have emphasized on advan-
tages of being cost effective for e.g. Software develop-

ment services are sourced from India because software
professionals in India offer their services at a lower cost
whilst maintaining quality and delivery standards of the
West. The major business of software development has
shifted to Indian market. So the business goes to the
cheapest supplier who can maintain quality and delivery
requirements. So you have to be cost-effective so as to
insulate your business from the susceptibility of macro-
economic factors.

Authors further discussed about various cost reduc-
tion initiative required at different stages of product life
cycle viz. expert stage, growth stage, maturity stage, and
decline stage. The author outline how to start a cost
reduction program and advises three steps: a) appoint-
ment of cost reduction coordinator, b) meeting of func-
tional heads and determination of potential cost reduc-
tion areas. This book further lists various approaches to
cost reduction and tips for making cost reduction pro-
gramme a success.

Authors have also stated the importance of purchase
function. These days, purchase function is less clerical
and more strategic in nature. Due to competitive pres-
sures, the role of the purchase function has been elevated
to include inventory management and production
scheduling. Professionally qualified people man the pur-
chase department. Besides this various golden rules for
effective purchase management has been enumerated
based on the practical experience.

This book will facilitate appreciation of cost reduc-
tion/value creation ideas across the all-functional areas
apart from them respective functional areas that can sig-
nificantly increase their contribution. The book is
increasingly critical and relevant in the current era of
globalization. ■

For further guidance authors can be contacted at
904-A, Chiranjiv Tower, 43, Nehru Place, New Delhi-
110019, Ph.: (011)26417708, 26417726, Fascimile: (011)
26414683, E-mail: base@del3.vsnl.net.in ; Website:
www.Profitssearch.com
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